
Ordering Information

Transcend P/N

TS128MCF200I

TS256MCF200I

TS512MCF200I

TS1GCF200I

Capacity

128MB

256MB

512MB

1GB

Transcend P/N

TS2GCF200I

TS4GCF200I

TS8GCF200I

TS16GCF200I

Capacity

2GB

4GB

8GB

16GB
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Industrial Grade Flash Memory Cards
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Features
- Rugged design
- Built with superior quality SLC flash memory
- Hardware ECC BCH 13bit / 1K bytes
- Supports StaticDataRefresh & EarlyRetirement for enhanced reliability
- Global static wear leveling
- Supports Flash Life Guard software
- Compliant with CompactFlash specification 4.1 
- PCMCIA, and ATA standards
- Supports PIO mode 0-6
- Supports Ultra DMA mode 0-5 (4 as default)
- Supports Multi-Word mode 0-4
- Supports auto-standby, power-off and sleep modes
- Supports S.M.A.R.T function
- Supports Security function 
- Fixed-disk operation in True IDE & PCMCIA mode
- Two-year warranty
* Please contact sales for any customization request

Unbeatable Best-in-Class
                        Storage Solution

Now Available with 

       Flash Life Guard

Industrial Grade Flash Memory Cards

Industrial CompactFlash®

Capacity

Dimensions (LxWxH)

Weight

Connector Interface

Operating Temperature

Storage Temperature

MTBF

Endurance

Connector Durability

Max. Transfer Speed*

Certificates

128MB ~ 16GB

42.8mm x 36.4mm x 3.3mm

11.4g (max)

50pin

-40°C (-104°F) to 85°C (185°F)

-55°C (-131°F) to 100°C (212°F)

>1,000,000 hours

>2,000,000 erase/program cycles

>10,000 insertions/removals

Read: up to 40MB/s    Write: up to 35MB/s

CE, FCC, BSMI

Specifications

*Based on internal Transcend testing. Actual speeds may vary depending upon host hardware, software and usage.

Installation and Use
The Industrial CompactFlash Card can be 

inserted into the CompactFlash slot of any device 

that uses CompactFlash memory cards.

If the Industrial CompactFlash Card is used like a 

hard disk on your system, please refer to your 

system's owner’s manual for details about 

hardware and BIOS setup. 

★ Remember: to prevent loss of data and/or 
damage to the memory card, never remove 
a memory card from a device while data is 
being transferred!

Transcend’s Industrial Grade CompactFlash cards are specifically 
designed for industrial and mission-critical applications. Built 
extra-rugged with excellent temperature flexibility, shock and 
vibration resistance, less power consumption, and higher error 
detection and correction capabilities, the CF200I CF cards provide 
industrial users with extra durability and reliability.
 
Thanks to its use of StaticDataRefresh technology, which monitors 
the error bit levels at each read operation, the CF200I Industrial CF 
cards can effectively correct data errors and extend the flash 
memory lifespan. For added value, Transcend’s CF200I cards 
support Flash Life Guard software, which gives a notification as 
the card approaches the end of its life cycle. With superb 
performance and compatibility, the CF200I cards are ideal for 
industrial PCs, embedded systems, medical instruments, factory 
automation systems, and other industrial equipment.

Key Benefits

Shock and vibration resistant

Supports Flash Life Guard software

Multi-platform compatibility

Aerospace

POS

Manufacturing
Set-Top BoxMilitary

Hardware Error Correction Code

Wide-range operating temperature

-40°C (-104°F)-40°C (-104°F) 85°C (185°F)85°C (185°F)
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